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SIMPLE ABELIAN VARIETIES 
HAVING A PRESCRIBED FORMAL ISOGENY TYPE 
I. Introduction 
2. The construction of a simple abelian variety 
Let (f&Z* , (Mu)& be two sequences of integers uch that 
and let h be a nonnegative integer. We want to construct a simple abelian varrcty 
A over 32 such that 
In Section 3 we skill mnstruc t two field extensions Q C A’ C L such that : 
(2.0 fK:Q] =g; 
39 4 ) W.” K is totdy real; 
(2.3, there are no intermediate fields Q s K’ 5 K; 
(2.3) the prime ideal fat torization of p in A’ is 
where pr, qi are d,fferent prime ideals in the ring of integers in K, and 
aii residue class degrees f(pi/@ j) and flq#@)) are I ; 
(2.5) [L : Kj = 2, let the nontrivial Lautomorphism of L be denoted by p; 
t 2.6) L is totally imaginary (i.e. there is no field homomorphism L -* R); 
f 2.7) eitherg= I,inwhichcasef= 1.q = l,nrl =O,h=OandK=Q,or 
K # Q, and then there is no r E Q for which L = &&); 
(2.8, the primes pi ( I 5 i 5 t) split completely in L ; 
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By (2.2) and (J.i), (2.6). f, IS a CM-field [-il. Let the ideal (1 in L be defined by 
Then we have 
Proof. We first show 
This contradicts unique factotixatiun. since r > 0, )I, > m, , I, f pt. rl ), :’ # 0. SCI 
4 2.10) is proved. It fallows that 
(2.11) L=K(n). 
If K = Q, we are done. So assume A’ f Q. We assert 
Otherwise we would have n t p(n) E Q and n. p(n) = pv E Q. But then n is imagi- 
nary quadratic over Q. so Q(n) = Q(dr) for some I E Q. By (2.11) this implies 
L = K(&, I E Q, contradicting (2.7). This proves (2.12). 
We do have n+ p(a~ = TrLiK(n) E K, so (2.12) and (2.3) yield K = Q(n + P(A)). 
thus pruving the tettwta. 
Let A be a simple abelian variety over F I2 correspor!dine ton, by the main 
t!terjrem of 1.31. We show that A satisfies &r requirements As in [6], we put 
We identify n with the Frobenius endomorphism IQ f End,.tf(Fpy)(d . 
2.14. Lemma. Endbf(Fp,,(A 1 = Q(77 j. 
Proof. E’ = End.w(Fpti&4) is ;1 division algebra with center Q(n) = L . To show E = L, 
it suffices to check that E splits locsliy everywhere. This is done with the help of 
16, th&x&ne I] : 
(a) by (2.6), t does not have real places; 
(b) E‘ splits automatically at finite places u not lying over p; 
{c) let u lie over p. If u corresponds to Kil then 
Similariji, fix p&j we get 
From Lemma 2.14 it follows that the characteristic polynomial of the Frobcnius 
cnd~m~orphisrn is equal to the irreducible polynomial of ?r over Q. Since we know 
all ys-adic values of 7t, we can apply 14, Theorem (4. I )I to compute A. We find 
as dewed. 
Let ~1 be a positive integer. The degree of the characteristic polynomial ofn$ is 
equal tt, 
B) ( 2.13) it follrrws that this polynomial is irreducible over Q. Hence A remains 
simple over F PVg for every p. We conclude Ihat A remains imple over St. as required. 
3. The eonstruc tion of the desired CM-field 
FM a kid L’, Ict Mon(g. fi*) denote the set of monk polynomials of degree g
over f-C IfF is a topological field, Monk, F) has a natural topology such that 
Mon(g, F) S, P as topological spaoes. 
Suppose ff Mon(g, Q) satisfies 
13.1) f has g real zeros; 
the Galois group of the splitting field A4 ofl‘over Q is isomorphic to the 
full permutation group Sg of order g!; 
Then A’ = Q[XJ /“*Q[XJ is a field (by (3.2)) which obviously satisfies (2.11, (2.2) 
and (2.4). We assert hat also (2.3) holds. in fact, the intermediate field Q C A’ C&l 
corresponds to the subgroup Ss 2 Sg _ 1 I) 11). Since there are no subgroups 
Sb: 2 H 2 S’__ l, (2.3) follows by Galois theory. 
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Let pl. p2, p3 he three rational primes. different from ,v. Choog monk poly- 
nomials/j ,&._tj E Z[X) ofdqreeg such that: 
13.4) (]I mod pt) is irreducible over FP, ; 
(3.5) rfg > 2, then (‘1, mod p2 1 f FP, [A’] is the produet of a linear factor c 
and an irreducible factor of degke g ._ 1 ; 
t 3.6) ~fg > 3, thenf3 E F PS IX) IS the product of an irreducible quadratic 
factor and one or two different irreducible factors of odd degree. 
By 17, $MI), Condititin (3.2) is satisfied if for i = I. 2,3 we have. 
So to construct K it suffices to show that conditions (3.1). (3.3), (3.7)t,z,t can be 
satisfied simuttaneuusly. Each one of the sets 
t’ . ] = {J‘E Monfg. R): (3. I ) holdsj . 
Li’o = {J-E Mon(g, QP): (3.3) holds) . 
ci = (f’f #on@. QP .): (3.7)i holds i (i’ 1. 2. 31 
I 
is nonempty and open (cf, [ 1, ch. 2, $61 fbr t;u,. By the approximation theorem 
[ 1, dr. 1. $4). Mont’g. Q) is dense in 
Mon(g, R) X !&Ion&, QP) X ;r Mon&, QPi) 
i= 1 
under the nattrrrd inclusion. Hence there exists a polynornia) 
Therefore, a tlefd K satisfying (2.1)~-(2.4) exists. 
Next we construct L. If K f Q, let I,, l2 be different primes of K lying over the 
sane rational prime I, I+ p. Such I and ii exist, cf. [2]. Let uF denote the norm.& 
ized exponentiaf valuation at the prime p. By the approximation theorem, there 
exists an a E K such that :
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
if K f Q, then utl(a) f u,,(a) (mod 2); 
uq4q= 1 (I <j<h); 
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